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Sew Your Own
Kimono-Inspired Dress

Design
The kimono-inspired dress features a drop shoulder, v-neck front and faux front wrap that extends to the mid-thigh. 
It is unlined with facings at the neck It’s available in three lengths, tunic (71cm from centre back measurement) above-the-knee 
(89cm from centre back measurement), and mid-calf (116cm from centre back measurement).  The longer lengths both have  
side pockets while the tunic style should be made without.

Fit
Featuring a relaxed fit and an A-line shape it can be pulled over the head. The front bodice has both bust and neck darts 
while the back has neck and fisheye darts. The pattern was drafted for a person who is 5ft 7” with a cup size up to C.  
There are lengthening and shortening lines included on the pattern and a bust apex mark for bust cup size adjustments.

Level
Confident beginner/intermediate. You’ll learn how to sew simple pockets, add facings, attach sleeves and slip stitch hems.

Glossary
Sewing terms appearing in BOLD TYPE in the Instructions are explained below.

Staystitch -This is a straight stitch sewn through a single layer of fabric. It should be applied, immediately after cutting 
out the garment, to curved areas to prevent stretching

Back Stitch -This is a reverse stitch made on the sewing machine to prevent the thread from unravelling

Slipstitch -This is a hidden stitch that’s used to neaten hems. Slide needle through a folded edge, then pick up a thread 
of underneath fabric

Edge stitch -The edge stitch is the line of stitches used to neaten an edge, a seam or to stitch around the edge of 
a facing to keep the edge nice and flat and looking professional. The stitching distance is usually 2mm from the edge. 
This technique is common on the edge of denim seams and adds strength and decoration.

Easestitch is a stitch that is used to create a gather in your fabric in order to “ease” in two pieces of different sizes. 
Easestitching is most commonly used in fitted sleeves, where the shoulder of the sleeve is going to have more fabric 
than the shoulder of the body.

Kimono-inspired Dress.    Front & Back view
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Continue to stitch the other side of the V.Cut through where shown, just shy of the 
drill hole.

Right side of dress front.Press the seams open as shown.

Finish the edges of both front sections where 
shown. Use a zig-zag or overlocking stitch. 
Stitch the darts, start from the seams and 
finish at the drill holes. Press shoulder dart
to armhole, bust dart to hem.

Place the two front sections together.  
Press shoulder darts towards the armhole 
and bust darts towards the hem.

With the right sides facing together and 
notches matching, stitch from the drill hole 
at the base of the v-neck until you reach 
the drill hole at the base of the V within  
the dress. Back stitch to secure.

Transfer drill hole markings to the wrong 
side of the front. Notch the edges where 
marked. Staystitch front necklines.
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Stitch shoulder seams and press open.Press dress side seams towards the front. Finish the neck facing edges where shown. 
Use a zig-zag or overlocking stitch.

Stitch neck facings where shown.  
Press seams open.

Stitch side seams together and press open 
for style A and then skip to number 14.
For Styles B and C finish the edges of both 
pairs of pocket bags..

Place the pocket bags to the front and 
back side seams, right sides facing and 
matching the notches. Stitch them along 
the side seams where marked.

Press pocket bag side seams open. Stitch 
dress side seams and around the pocket 
bag.
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Finish the edges of both back sections where 
shown. Stitch the CB. Stitch the shoulder darts 
starting  from the seams. Press towards armhole. 
Stitch the fisheye darts starting at the top drill 
hole and finishing at the bottom. Press towards CB
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For Style A and B follow the 1cm turning by  
another 1cm, press into place and  
slipstitch to secure.

For Style C follow the 1cm turning by 3cms, 
press into place and slipstitch to secure.

Continue stitching all the way around the 
neckline until you reach the drill hole on 
the left side (in picture).

Push neck seams towards the facing and 
do an edge stitch on the right side. This will 
prevent the seam from rolling. Slipstitch 
the facing to the dress at the shoulders,  
CB and  CF.

For Styles A, B and C turn up the hem by 
1cm to neaten the edge, press into place.

Pin the neck facing to the dress, right sides 
together. Match shoulder and back neck 
seams and front drill hole marking. 
Start to stitch from the right side (in picture).
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Sew Your Own
Morigami Sleeve
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Design
Inspired by origami, the Japanese art of paper folding. This self-faced sleeve is formed with angular edges that are  
tucked in on themselves and softened by clever manipulation. The Morigami sleeve fits onto the drop shoulder dress  
and falls halfway between the elbow and shoulder.

Fit
Semi-loose fitting sleeve that sits low off the shoulder.

Level
Intermediate - there’s a minimal amount of stitching involved to create the Morigami sleeve. It’s important to transfer  
the pattern drill hole markings to the correct side of your fabric otherwise construction will be confusing.

Glossary
Sewing terms appearing in BOLD TYPE in the Instructions are explained below.

Staystitch -This is a straight stitch sewn through a single layer of fabric. It should be applied, immediately after cutting 
out the garment, to curved areas to prevent stretching

Back Stitch -This is a reverse stitch made on the sewing machine to prevent the thread from unravelling

Slipstitch -This is a hidden stitch that’s used to neaten hems. Slide needle through a folded edge, then pick up  
a thread of underneath fabric

Edge stitch -The edge stitch is the line of stitches used to neaten an edge, a seam or to stitch around the edge of 
a facing to keep the edge nice and flat and looking professional. The stitching distance is usually 2mm from the edge. 
This technique is common on the edge of denim seams and adds strength and decoration.

Easestitch is a stitch that is used to create a gather in your fabric in order to “ease” in two pieces of different sizes.  
Easestitching is most commonly used in fitted sleeves, where the shoulder of the sleeve is going to have more fabric  
than the shoulder of the body.
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Fold the sleeve horizontally and push the 
three points through. There is a point at the 
top of the sleeve (A), one at the lower back 
(B) and one at the lower front.

Mitre the corners of the horizontal seams. 
Stitch the sleeve underarm.

Bring the drill holes together, on the right 
side, and stitch horizontally where shown, 
on the wrong side.

Press the underarm seam open.

Mark the four rectangular boxes onto the 
right side of the fabric.

Fold the sleeves vertically and stitch hori-
zontally, from the notch marks,  at the top 
and bottom where shown.

Bring the drill holes together, on the left 
side, and stitch the fold horizontally where 
shown.

Mark the four drill holes in the middle of 
the pattern onto the wrong side of the fabric. 
On the fabric cut through the three notch 
marks at the top and bottom of the sleeve.
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Morigami Sleeve
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Turn the sleeve through to the right side
and push the points through both layers.

Turn through to the right side.. The sleeves are now ready to attach to 
the dress. This is done in two stages. Match 
the notches to the armhole and stitch the  
right side of the sleeve to the right side  
of the armhole (two layers only)  in a single 
layer. 
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Finished sleeve and dress.Turn through to the inside of the dress. 
Press all seams towards the sleeve.
Turn up the 1cm seam allowance on the 
inside of the sleeve and slipstitch to finish.

Flatten the four points horizontally and 
stitch from drill hole to drill hole.
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Sew Your Own
Caldera Sleeve
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Design
This two-part sleeve is characterised by its structural interest. The upper section features a subtle fold/crater  
that falls gently over the lower section. The deep double fold in the centre of the lower section evokes a sculpted bloom.

Fit
Loose fitting sleeve that sits just above the elbow.

Level
Advanced - Easing the upper section onto the lower sleeve may prove tricky for some but sew a stay stitch and match  
the notches for ease.

Glossary
Sewing terms appearing in BOLD TYPE in the Instructions are explained below.

Staystitch -This is a straight stitch sewn through a single layer of fabric. It should be applied, immediately after cutting 
out the garment, to curved areas to prevent stretching

Back Stitch -This is a reverse stitch made on the sewing machine to prevent the thread from unravelling

Slipstitch -This is a hidden stitch that’s used to neaten hems. Slide needle through a folded edge, then pick up a thread 
of underneath fabric

Edge stitch -The edge stitch is the line of stitches used to neaten an edge, a seam or to stitch around the edge of 
a facing to keep the edge nice and flat and looking professional. The stitching distance is usually 2mm from the edge. 
This technique is common on the edge of denim seams and adds strength and decoration.

Easestitch is a stitch that is used to create a gather in your fabric in order to “ease” in two pieces of different sizes.  
Easestitching is most commonly used in fitted sleeves, where the shoulder of the sleeve is going to have more fabric  
than the shoulder of the body.
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Transfer drill hole markings to the wrong side  
of the sleeves. Mark or snip notches. Staystitch  
the upper and lower edges of sleeve 1 between 
the notches. Finish the edges of the sleeve  
where shown. Use zig-zag stitch or overlock.

The ‘crater’ will be visible on the
right side.

Fold the sleeve in half, right sides facing 
and stitch the underarm seam. Fold the 
sleeve facing in half, right side to right side 
and stitch the underarm seam.

Press open the underarm seams on both 
pieces.

On the back stitch a piece of grosgrain 
ribbon or self fabric 2cm x 7cm on top of 
the pleat and through the seam allowance.
This will hold the ‘crater’ in place.

Fold the lower sleeve in half, right sides 
facing, and staystitch from the notches 
to the drill hole.

Open out the lower sleeve, create an 
inverted pleat and stitch across the top. 

Place the upper sleeve to the lower 
sleeve, matching the three sets of notches. 
Stitch together from left to right easing 
the upper sleeve to the lower sleeve. Press 
seams towards sleeve head.

Caldera Sleeve
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Press underarm seam open. Push the facing 
up into the sleeve right sides facing, and stitch 
together where shown. Ensure that the seams 
on the upper sleeve are pushed towards the 
open under arm sleeve.

Finished sleeve.Turn the sleeve to the wrong side and 
securely stitch the ribbon or self fabric 
to the sleeve head. Slipstitch the facing 
in place, 1cm below the neatened edge.

Attach the sleeves to the dress, right sides 
facing and notches matching and stitch 
around the armhole easing in any fullness.. 
Press seams towards sleeve. 

Push the facing downwards, press all 
seams towards the facing as shown.

Turn the sleeve through to the right side 
and sew an edge stitch through all seams 
on the facing edge. This will prevent the 
facing from rolling and showing on the 
edge of the sleeve.

Sleeve with facing pushed up into sleeve.

Caldera Sleeve
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Finished sleeve and dress.
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Sew Your Own
The Lantern Sleeve
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Design
Evocative of a lantern, this simple sleeve is elevated by tucks, stitches and draping.

Fit
Loose fitting sleeve that sits just above the elbow.

Level
Advanced - The shape of this sleeve is very unusual.  Stitch the square shaped outer section, mitre the points.

Glossary
Sewing terms appearing in BOLD TYPE in the Instructions are explained below.

Staystitch -This is a straight stitch sewn through a single layer of fabric. It should be applied, immediately after cutting 
out the garment, to curved areas to prevent stretching

Back Stitch -This is a reverse stitch made on the sewing machine to prevent the thread from unravelling

Slipstitch -This is a hidden stitch that’s used to neaten hems. Slide needle through a folded edge, then pick up a thread 
of underneath fabric

Edge stitch -The edge stitch is the line of stitches used to neaten an edge, a seam or to stitch around the edge of 
a facing to keep the edge nice and flat and looking professional. The stitching distance is usually 2mm from the edge. 
This technique is common on the edge of denim seams and adds strength and decoration.

Easestitch is a stitch that is used to create a gather in your fabric in order to “ease” in two pieces of different sizes.  
Easestitching is most commonly used in fitted sleeves, where the shoulder of the sleeve is going to have more fabric  
than the shoulder of the body.
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Transfer drill hole markings to the wrong 
side of the sleeves. Finish the edges 
of the sleeve where shown. Easestitch the 
sleeve heads between the notches. 

Alternative view of stitched point. 2 Turn the sleeve through to the wrong side 
and sew an edge stitch through all seams 
on the facing edge. This will prevent the 
facing from rolling and showing on the 
edge of the sleeve. Slipstitch the facing 
in place, 1cm below the neatened edge.

Right side of finished sleeve.Push the facing up into the sleeve right sides 
facing, matching seams and stitch together. 
Push the facing downwards, press all seams 
towards the facing as shown.

Lay back and front sleeves together with 
the right sides facing. Stitch the underarm 
seam, the top right and outer seams.

Press open all stitched seams. Flatten the 
point horizontally and stitch from drill hole 
to drill hole.

Alternative view of stitched point. 1

The Lantern Sleeve
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Mark the drill holes onto the 
underarm seam.

Create a deep tuck by drawing up the 
drill hole mark on the underarm seam to 
meet the drill hole mark just under the 
seam allowance. Stitch to secure on the 
inside of the sleeve.

The Lantern Sleeve
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Attach the sleeves to the dress, right sides 
facing and notches matching and stitch 
around the armhole easing in fullness.. 
Press seams towards sleeve.

Finished sleeve and dress.
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Sew Your Own
Victoriana Sleeve
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Design
Inspired by the sleeves of a vintage Victorian jacket. With the addition of tucks and cut on the bias, a gentle drape 
is created on the 3/4 length sleeve.

Fit
3/4 length balloon shaped sleeve that sits away from the arm

Level
Beginner - Secure the tucks into place with a basting stitch on the machine. 
This will simplify the stitching of the side seams.

Glossary
Sewing terms appearing in BOLD TYPE in the Instructions are explained below.

Staystitch -This is a straight stitch sewn through a single layer of fabric. It should be applied, immediately after cutting 
out the garment, to curved areas to prevent stretching

Back Stitch -This is a reverse stitch made on the sewing machine to prevent the thread from unravelling

Slipstitch -This is a hidden stitch that’s used to neaten hems. Slide needle through a folded edge, then pick up a thread 
of underneath fabric

Edge stitch -The edge stitch is the line of stitches used to neaten an edge, a seam or to stitch around the edge of 
a facing to keep the edge nice and flat and looking professional. The stitching distance is usually 2mm from the edge. 
This technique is common on the edge of denim seams and adds strength and decoration.

Easestitch is a stitch that is used to create a gather in your fabric in order to “ease” in two pieces of different sizes.  
Easestitching is most commonly used in fitted sleeves, where the shoulder of the sleeve is going to have more fabric  
than the shoulder of the body.
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Press the four pleats on the under sleeve 
towards the hem. Secure into place with a 
long basting stitch on the machine.  Finish 
the edges of the sleeve where shown. Use 
zig-zag stitch or overlock.

Neaten the edge of the hem by 1cm and 
press.

Turn sleeves to right side.Turn up the 3cm hem, press and slipstitch 
along the hem edge.

Easestitch sleeve head between notches.  
Press the four pleats on the upper sleeve towards 
the hem. Secure into place with a long basting  
stitch on the machine. Finish the edges of the  
sleeve where shown. Use zig-zag stitch or overlock.

Attach the under sleeve to the upper 
sleeve right sides facing.

Press both  seams open.

Victoriana Sleeve
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Attach the sleeves to the dress, right sides 
facing and notches matching and stitch 
around the armhole easing in fullness.
Press seams towards sleeves.
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